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Local deuterium observations have shown large variations over different lines of sight. How-

ever, it has been recently proposed that such variations canbe explained by strong depletion of

deuterium onto dust grains. Consequently, recent Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE)

deuterium observations represent only a lower bound on the true local deuterium abundance which

has thus been estimated to be as high as∼ 85% of the primordial D abundance, as opposed to

previous estimates of∼ 55%. Such high local deuterium abundance could be explainedwith

Galactic infall. Within our analytical model we demonstrate that such high local D abundance

in fact requiresa significantinfall. Our constraint comes from the FUSE deuterium observations

AND Galactic gas fraction estimates, which, when used in concert, demand infall rate compara-

ble to the star-formation rate. Moreover, our analysis alsoconstrains the fraction of stellar mass

that is returned to the ISM to a range 0.1 < R <
∼ 0.4 which is just marginally consistent with

modern initial mass functions. Finally, the requirement ofinfall is broadly consistent with hi-

erarchical structure formation. Thus, our results offer new qualitative and quantitative ways of

placing Galactic evolution in the larger cosmological context.
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1. Introduction

Deuterium is only created in the big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) while all other processes
destroy it [1, 2] thus its abundance should monotonically decrease after the BBN. However, mea-
surements of the D abundance in the interstellar medium (ISM) have revealedlarge variations over
different lines of sight, that can be greater than a factor of 3! Based onthe recent Far Ultraviolet
Spectroscopic Explorer (FUSE) deuterium observations, Linskyet al.(2006) [3] claim that these
local variations are due to efficient D depletion onto dust grains. Consequently, Linskyet al.(2006)
determine the true ISM deuterium abundance to be(D/H)ISM+dust≥ (2.31±0.24)×10−5 which
is almost at the level of the primordial value. In the context of galactic chemical evolution (GCE),
most models need some level of infall of primordial gas in order to explain such high D abundance
[4]. In our work, we adopt the new high local D abundance of Linskyet al.(2006) and combine
it with a wide range of observed Galactic gas fractions in order to constraindifferent infall mod-
els. We find this approach to be very constraining and in fact, we find that such high D abundance
requires an infall rate that almost balances out the star formation rate within preferred GCE models.

2. Model

We construct a model for Galactic evolution with infall and no outflow, whereinfalling ma-
terial is assumed to be primordial in composition. We adopt the infall rate that is arbitrarily pro-
portional to the star formation rate [5]. This is consistent with results of recent galaxy formation
simulations [6]. In such model baryonic mass of the Galaxy thus increases with time as

Ṁbaryon= αψ (2.1)

whereψ(t) is the star formation rate, whileα is the infall proportionality constant. Assuming a
complete destruction of D in stars and defining the ratio of gas at timet to the initial baryonic
massMbaryon,0 as µ ≡ MISM(t)/Mbaryon,0, deuterium evolution from its primordialDp to present
day valueD(t), can be found as a function of the return fractionR– the fraction of stellar mass that
is returned to the ISM in the instantaneous recycling approximation, andα , as [7]

D(t)
Dp

=
R

α +R

(α
R

+ µ
α+R

1−α−R

)

(2.2)

whereD ≡ XD = ρD/ρbaryon is the deuterium mass fraction for a given epoch. Another useful
observable that is directly sensitive to star formation and infall rates is the present gas mass fraction
defined asω ≡ MISM(t)/Mbaryon(t). In our model, it can be expressed as [7]

ω(t) ≡
MISM

Mbaryon
=

1−R−α
1−R−αµ(t)

µ(t) (2.3)

whereMbaryon≡ Mbaryon(t) is the total baryonic mass at a given epoch. Equations (2.2) and (2.3)
now relate observablesD andω to the model parametersα and µ, which together respectively
quantify the current and integrated rates of Galactic infall. Moreover, atlate times,D and ω
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approachminimumvalues and combine to give the limiting curve above which no solutions can be
found. We find the limiting curve to be [7]

Dmin

Dp
=

1
1+R(1−ω)(1−R)

(2.4)

Equation (2.4) includes the return fractionR as a parameter and can thus be used to discriminate
between different initial mass functions (IMFs) which all directly determine the value ofR.

We will find that for only some values ofR is it evenpossibleto find a Galactic evolution
model which fits both high present-day interstellar deuterium and the observed gas fraction. Thus
these observations could provide hints about the IMF, its mass limits, and the physics of stellar gas
return. To illustrate the possibilities, we will present our results for the caseof R= 0.3 but also for
a range ofR∈ (0.1,0.5). As we will see, when solutions are possible, uncertainties inR allow a
wider infall rate range.

3. Results

Before probing the Galactic infall using our model reflected in (2.2) we mustfirst specify the
observables and their uncertainties – deuterium and gas fraction observations. Since deuterium
should be monotonically decreasing after the Big Bang, it is always usefulto compare its local
value to the primordial one, which we adopt be(D/H)p = 2.75+0.24

−0.19× 10−5 [8]. For the ISM
deuterium abundance we use a range of measured gas-phase deuterium abundances(D/H)ISM =

(0.5−2.2)×10−5 [3] with the central value of(D/H)ISM = (1.56±0.04)×10−5 [9]. Finally, for
a new estimated ISM deuterium abundance that corrects for significant depletion onto dust we take
the value of(D/H)ISM+dust≥ (2.31±0.24)×10−5 [3]. Since the chemical evolution formalism
most naturally uses mass fraction as an abundance measure we transformthese D/H ratios to mass
fractions and find the ratios of ISM-to-primordial deuterium mass fractionsto be [7]

DISM

Dp
= 0.53+0.22

−0.36 (3.1)

DISM+dust

Dp
= 0.78+0.11

−0.10 (3.2)

For the present Galactic interstellar gas mass we adopt a full range of observed values [10, 11]

ωobs≡

(

MISM,MW

Mbaryon,MW

)

obs

∼ 0.07−0.30 (3.3)

where even with these significant uncertainties, we can places strong constraints on the infall rate
α . Finally, the return fractionR, i.e. the mass fraction of stellar population that is returned to the
ISM, can be directly calculated from the IMF. Adopting the standard SalpeterIMF [12] we find
R≈ 0.30 [7], which, to the first decimal, does not change with changing mass ranges of a given
stellar population. Adopting a more realistic IMF [13] that is flatter in the higher-mass regime
yields a larger return fraction closer toR∼ 0.4. Our results are presented on Figure 1 [7]. The
left panel shows deuterium mass fraction as a function of the gas mass fraction (2.2), for adopted
retun fractionR= 0.3. The curves that go through the overlap region between the observedD and
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gas fraction bands reflect the observationally allowed parameters of chemical evolution models.
These curves are colored in red and we see that infall is required and infact almost comparable to
the star formation rate with the infall parameter 0.5 <

∼ α <
∼ 1. On the right panel of Figure 1 we

plot the limiting curves (2.4) above which no solution can be found, for a range of return fractions
0.1≤ R≤ 0.5 . Overlap ranges between observedD andω are presented as boxes. We see that the
only return fractions that are allowed are 0.1 < R<

∼ 0.4.

Figure 1: Left panel: The ratio of the total present-day to primordialD mass fractionDISM/Dp as a function
of the present gas mass fractionω, for assumed return fractionR= 0.3. Dot-dashed black line along with
the top (cyan) band corresponds to the ratio of the D mass fractions for the ISM D measured by FUSE
and corrected for depletion onto dust [3] and primordial D [8] as given in (3.2). Bottom (yellow) band
with the central value of (3.1) [9] given as a dot-dashed black line corresponds to scatter of D abundances
observed along different lines of sight. Vertical (yellow)band reflects the observed range of present gas
mass fractionωobs from (3.3). Different solid curves correspond to infall rates with proportionality constant:
α = 0.01,0.5,0.9,1.0. Right panel: The ratio of thelimiting present-to-primordial D mass fractionDISM/Dp

as a function of thelimiting gas mass fractionω. The boxes present the overlap regions between the observed
range the of present gas mass fractionωobs (3.3) and measured ISM D abundances with (top, yellow box)
and without (bottom, dashed box) depletion onto dust [3].

4. Conclusion

New observations of the local D abundance have revealed that the true Dabundance, once
corrected for the depletion onto dust grains, could be very close the primordial value [3], which
in most GCE models can be explained by having some level of infall of (close to) pristine gas
that would replenish the Galactic deuterium. In this work we have shown that using together the
observations of local deuterium abundance and the gas mass fraction constrains the infall rate rather
strongly and can thus be used to discriminate between different GCE models.Specifically, we have
found that local D and gas mass observationsdemandsignificant infall rate of pristine material
with the proportionality constant 0.5 <

∼ α <
∼ 1 [7]. This is consistent with hierarchical assembly of

galaxies by accretion. As an input, our model requires the return fractionR to be set, and is thus,
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also constraining of the adopted IMF which directly determines the value ofR. We have found
that modern IMFs [13] which demand high return fractionsR∼ 0.4 are just marginally allowed by
observations (Figure 1, right panel). Finally we note that if the local D is soseverely depleted onto
dust as suggested by Linskyet al.(2006) [3], one could worry that high-redshift QSO observations
may suffer from a similar effect, however in this case, the standard BBN theory in the light of 5-
yearWMAPdata [14] could allow for only a small upward correction to the deuterium abundance
due to dust depletion, before breaking the concordance between theoretically predicted primordial
and observed high-redshift deuterium abundance [15].
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